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2nd Sub. S.B.  203

VACANCIES IN COUNTY ELECTED OFFICES

HOUSE   FLOOR   AMENDMENTS AMENDMENT   2          MARCH 11, 2010   7:33 PM

Representative Brad L. Dee proposes the following amendments:

1. Page 1, Lines 9 through 11:

9 This bill modifies the Election Code by amending and enacting provisions to fill a

10 vacancy in the membership of a county legislative body of a first  Öº [,]  or  »Ö   second   Öº [,{ } { }

or

10a third] »Ö  class

11 county. 

2. Page 1, Lines 14 through 17:

14 < provides that  ,  in the case of a vacancy in a county legislative body in a county of the

15 first  Öº [,]  or  »Ö   second   Öº [, or third] »Ö  class, the county central committee of the party{ } { }

to which the

16 vacating office holder belongs submits one nominee instead of three to the county

17 legislative body; 

3. Page 6, Lines 176 through 177:

176 (i)  a position as a member of the county legislative body of a county of the first  Öº [,]  or  »Ö{ }

177  second   Öº [, or third] »Ö  class; or { }

4. Page 8, Lines 240 through 241:

240 (b)  When the conditions established in Subsection (5)(a) are met, the county central

241  committees  committee  of each political party registered under this title that wishes to submit a{ }

candidate 

5. Page 10, Lines 278 through 279:

278 20A-1-508.1.  Midterm vacancies in county legislative bodies in counties of the

279 first  Öº [,]  or  »Ö   second   Öº [, and third] »Ö  class. { } { }

6. Page 10, Lines 280 through 281a:

280 (1)  As used in this section "vacant office" means a position that is vacated by an office

281 holder of a county legislative body of a county of the first  Öº [,]  or  »Ö   second   Öº [, or third]{ } { }

»Ö 281a class. 
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7. Page 12, Lines 342 through 343:

342 (b)  When the conditions established in Subsection (5)(a) are met, the county central

343  committees  committee  of each political party registered under this title that wishes to submit a{ }

candidate 


